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Hennen's Restaurant 

"Romantic Dinner Spot"

Head to Hennen's Restaurant if you are craving for the perfectly succulent

steak preparations. This restaurant pampers your palate with enticing

flavors of seafood and steak as you dine here. Start with the French Onion

Soup, followed by Sweet Ginger Calamari which have been loved by their

regulars. For the entrees, try the NY Strip Steal which tastes absolutely

delicious. The delicious menu is followed by an extensive wine list that

boasts of over 2400 wine varieties. The service is friendly and warm,

complementing the cozy interiors and making this a great spot to enjoy a

romantic meal with someone special.

 +1 423 634 5160  www.hennens.net/  193 Chestnut Street, Chattanooga TN

 by 9972129   

St. John's Restaurant 

"Steal the Chef!"

Situated in Tennessee, patrons of St. John's Restaurant swear they have

never been disappointed by the food or service here. Chef and owner

Daniel Lindley is amazingly creative and dishes out interesting selections

such as peeky toe crab salad, sauteed sea scallops, foie gras and beef

tartare. Thanks to its unparalleled quality, service, attitude and distinctive

wine options, the establishment has been presented the Wine Spectator

Award of Excellence. Don't forget to dig into some sweet pickings as

excellent choices are available. Though this place is not too wallet-

friendly, it's certainly worth a visit once a while.

 +1 423 266 4400  www.stjohnsrestaurant.co

m/

 home@stjohnsrestaurant.c

om

 1278 Market Street,

Chattanooga TN

 by [puamelia]   

Fuji Steak & Sushi 

"Sizzling Steak & Sushi"

Take a break from your regular meals and lose yourself in the vibrant

flavors of Japan as you dine at Fuji Steak & Sushi. This restaurant has

been operating since 2009 and is popular for serving some of the best

Japanese dishes. Try their sushi variety or opt for Hibachi style grills, you

are in for a pure treat. The scrumptious menu is accompanied with an

impressive beverage list that features fine sake, champagnes, cocktails

and more. The friendly staff is warm and efficient and assures you a

pleasant experience while dining here.

 +1 423 892 2899  fujisteakchattanooga.com/  2207 Overnite Drive, Chattanooga TN
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